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ABSTRACT

We confirm our recent prediction of the “pitchfork” foreground signature in power spectra of high-redshift 21 cm
measurements where the interferometer is sensitive to large-scale structure on all baselines. This is due to the
inherent response of a wide-field instrument and is characterized by enhanced power from foreground emission in
Fourier modes adjacent to those considered to be the most sensitive to the cosmological H I signal. In our recent
paper, many signatures from the simulation that predicted this feature were validated against Murchison Widefield
Array (MWA) data, but this key pitchfork signature was close to the noise level. In this paper, we improve the data
sensitivity through the coherent averaging of 12 independent snapshots with identical instrument settings and
provide the first confirmation of the prediction with a signal-to-noise ratio 10> . This wide-field effect can be
mitigated by careful antenna designs that suppress sensitivity near the horizon. Simple models for antenna
apertures that have been proposed for future instruments such as the Hydrogen Epoch of Reionization Array and
the Square Kilometre Array indicate they should suppress foreground leakage from the pitchfork by ∼40 dB
relative to the MWA and significantly increase the likelihood of cosmological signal detection in these critical
Fourier modes in the three-dimensional power spectrum.

Key words: cosmology: observations – dark ages, reionization, first stars – large-scale structure of universe –

methods: statistical – radio continuum: galaxies – techniques: interferometric

1. INTRODUCTION

The epoch of reionization (EoR) commenced following the
formation of the first stars and galaxies. It is characterized by a
period of non-linear growth of matter density perturbations and
astrophysical evolution in the universe’s history. The detection of
redshifted 21 cm radiation of H I from this epoch is one of the
most promising probes of the evolution of large-scale structure
during this epoch (Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1972; Scott &
Rees 1990; Madau et al. 1997; Tozzi et al. 2000; Iliev et al. 2002).

Sensitive instruments such as the Square Kilometre Array
(SKA), which will be capable of providing direct imaging of
redshifted H I, are yet to become operational. In the meantime,
the Hydrogen Epoch of Reionization Array18 (HERA),

currently under development, will be much more advanced in
its capability to detect and place definitive constraints on the
reionization epoch relative to current instruments such as the
Murchison Widefield Array (MWA; Lonsdale et al. 2009;
Bowman et al. 2013; Tingay et al. 2013), the Low Frequency
Array; (van Haarlem et al. 2013), and the Precision Array for
Probing the Epoch of Reionization; (Parsons et al. 2010),
which have only enough sensitivity for a statistical detection of
the signal (Bowman et al. 2006; Parsons et al. 2012a;
Beardsley et al. 2013; Dillon et al. 2013; Thyagarajan et al.
2013; Pober et al. 2014).
The primary challenge to the detection of cosmological H I

from the EoR arises from continuum emission from Galactic
and extragalactic foreground objects, which is 104~ stronger
than the desired signal. However, the inherent differences in
spatial isotropy and spectral smoothness can be exploited to
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extract the cosmological signal from foreground contamination
(see, e.g., Di Matteo et al. 2002, 2004; Furlanetto &
Briggs 2004; Morales & Hewitt 2004; Zaldarriaga et al.
2004; Santos et al. 2005; Furlanetto et al. 2006; McQuinn
et al. 2006; Morales et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2006; Gleser
et al. 2008). Thus, a detailed characterization of foreground
emission has become essential (Ali et al. 2008; Bernardi et al.
2009, 2010; Bowman et al. 2009; Liu et al. 2009, 2014a,
2014b; Datta et al. 2010; Liu & Tegmark 2011; Ghosh
et al. 2012; Morales et al. 2012; Parsons et al. 2012b; Trott
et al. 2012; Dillon et al. 2013, 2014; Pober et al. 2013;
Thyagarajan et al. 2013, 2015).

Our recent study (Thyagarajan et al. 2015, hereafter referred
to as Paper I) used instrument and foreground models, for the
first time with full sky coverage, in order to simulate actual
EoR experiments more accurately than previous studies.
Surprisingly, we found that foreground emission outside the
primary beam field of view caused the most significant
contamination of the Fourier modes considered the most
sensitive for detecting the cosmological H I signal in delay
spectrum based analyses. This is the result of the interplay
between foreground emission, particularly diffuse Galactic
emission, and the wide-field properties typical of EoR
instruments. Our simulations predicted that the delay spectra
from the MWA and other experiments should exhibit a
characteristic “pitchfork” appearance, with local maxima near
the horizon delay limits, in addition to at the primary lobe
region.

Careful antenna aperture design can significantly mitigate
this contamination. Optimal weighting of contaminated Fourier
modes may be required to extract the signal with maximum
sensitivity. Thus, detailed knowledge of foreground signatures
is key for the design and analysis choices of future instruments
such as HERA and SKA.

In Paper I, we verified the general features of our simulations
against MWA observations, but were unable to confirm the
pitchfork prediction due to an insufficient sensitivity in the
small amount of data analyzed. Here, we use deeper MWA data
to confirm with a high significance the presence of key
pitchfork characteristics of wide-field measurements predicted
in the preceding study.

Section 2 is an overview of the role of wide-field
measurements in the delay spectral domain and the predicted
pitchfork signature. Section 3 describes the analysis of MWA
data used to improve the dynamic range of the delay spectra.
Section 4 describes the results and confirms the presence of the
predicted wide-field effects. Section 5 underscores their impact
on aperture design. Section 6 summarizes our findings.

2. WIDE-FIELD EFFECTS IN DELAY SPECTRUM

Paper I describes in detail the effects of wide-field
measurements as seen in the delay spectra of interferometer
visibilities. We list the relevant equations and give a brief
overview of the wide-field signatures predicted therein.

The delay spectrum for a baseline vector, b, is (Parsons
et al. 2012a, 2012b; Thyagarajan et al. 2013; Paper I)

V V f W f e df( ) ( ) ( ) , (1)b b
i f2òt º~ p t

with interferometer visibilities, Vb(f), given by (van Cit-
tert 1934; Zernike 1938; Thompson et al. 2001)
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where sI f(ˆ, ) and sA f(ˆ, ) are the sky brightness and antenna’s
directional power pattern, respectively, as a function of
frequency (f) and direction on the sky denoted by the unit
vector s l m nˆ ( , , )º , W f( )i denotes instrumental bandpass
weights, W(f) is a spectral weighting function that
controls the transfer function in the delay transform, dW =

l m dl dm(1 )2 2 1 2- - - is the solid angle element to which ŝ
is the unit normal vector, and c is the speed of light. b s c· ˆt =
is the geometric delay between antenna pairs measured relative
to the zenith and provides a mapping to position on the sky.
The delay power spectrum is defined as (Parsons

et al. 2012a; Paper I)
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where Ae is the effective area of the antenna, BD
is the bandwidth, λ is the wavelength of the band center, kB

is the Boltzmann constant, f21 is the rest frequency of the
21 cm radiation of H I, z is the redshift, D D z( )º is the
transverse comoving distance, DD is the comoving depth
along the line of sight, and h, H0 and E z( ) º

z z[ (1 ) (1 ) ]M
3

k
2 1 2W + + W + + WL are standard cosmology

terms. In this paper, we use 0.27MW = , 0.73W =L ,

1K MW = - W - WL, and H 1000 = km s 1- Mpc−1.
kP k( , )d ^  is in units of K2(Mpc/h)3.
The defining characteristics of the pitchfork signature are

understood as follows. The steep rise in subtended solid angle
near the horizon for a fixed delay bin size significantly
enhances the integrated emission near the horizon delay limits
in wide-field measurements. This is found to be true for diffuse
emission even on wide antenna spacings because their
foreshortening toward the horizon makes them sensitive to
large angular scales that match the inverse of their foreshor-
tened lengths. In the following sections, we present an
observational confirmation of this effect.

3. MWA OBSERVATIONS

The MWA instrument configuration, EoR observing strat-
egy, and analysis procedure applied to individual snapshots
used in this study are already described in Paper I and the
references therein. In that paper, we analyzed two observations
—an off-zenith pointing that included significant Galactic plane
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contributions and a zenith pointing in which the Galactic plane
was significantly absent. The off-zenith snapshot was useful for
demonstrating the mapping between delay spectra and sky
locations, establishing primary causes of foreground contam-
ination, and devising a technique for mitigating foreground
contamination. Pitchfork signatures that result from low-level
ubiquitous diffuse emission are fainter. Since Galactic plane
emission, even from directions far away from the primary field
of view, can potentially swamp the fainter pitchfork signatures,
zenith pointings that have a maximum avoidance of the
Galactic plane are preferred for this study.

To reduce thermal fluctuations while maintaining coherence,
it is essential to average independent data sets obtained over the
same region of sky with identical instrument settings. Hence,
we select a subset of MWA snapshots pointed at zenith, each
with a duration of 112 s, obtained over different nights that are
aligned to within 72 s of each other in local sidereal time
(LST) around a mean LST of 0.04 hr. The database contains 14
snapshots satisfying these criteria. Two of these snapshots,
which contained amplitude and phase artifacts for a significant
duration across different baselines, are excluded from our
analysis. The results of this coherent averaging are discussed
below.

4. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the delay spectra obtained from a single
snapshot of MWA data (top), averaging LST aligned delay
spectra from 12 individual snapshots from MWA observations
on different nights (middle) and from modeling with no
thermal noise fluctuations shown for reference (bottom). In all
panels, the foreground wedge bounded by horizon limits
(white dotted lines) is prominent. The bright horizontal
branch of power at 0t  corresponds to foreground emission
from the main lobe of the antenna power pattern pointed at the
zenith.

In the single snapshot (top), similar to the one used in
Paper I, faint features associated with the pitchfork signature
are visible near the horizon limits. But the high level of thermal
fluctuations makes their significance marginal. In contrast, the
dynamic range in the averaged data (middle) is a factor 10
higher (in the delay power spectrum) relative to that in a single
snapshot and is consistent with the improvement expected from
averaging 12 independent snapshots. Hence, the foreground
power near the horizon limits appears 10 times more
prominent. Also, faint horizontal features that are not seen in
the single snapshot appear at 0.78 st m , thus confirming
the improvement in sensitivity. We identify these faint features
as the response of the MWA coarse band edges flagged
periodically every 1.28MHz.

In these observations, the Galactic center is just about to set in
the west. Its signature on eastward baselines is seen in the
modeled delay spectra (bottom panel) as a marginal brightening
of the arm near the negative horizon limit for b 125<∣ ∣ m,
consistent with our findings in Paper I. This spills over into
higher delay modes, resulting in the faint ( 102 K2 (Mpc h)3)
vertical stripes at b 50<∣ ∣ m. The corresponding vertical feature
is identified in the averaged data as well.

In order to show that low-level ubiquitous diffuse emission
is a significant contributor to the pitchfork signature, the
contribution from any strong emission near the Galactic center
needs to be minimized. This is best illustrated with northward
antenna spacings that map any residual emission from this

region to 0t  and thus reduce the impact on higher delay
modes (Paper I). Figure 2 shows the averaged delay power
spectra on three selected baseline vectors oriented northward.
Data and noiseless models are shown in black and red,
respectively. The horizontal dotted black line denotes the rms
of thermal fluctuations estimated from data. The vertical dashed
line denotes horizon delay limits, and the vertical dotted–
dashed lines denote delays at which the responses to coarse
band edge flagging are expected.

Figure 1. Delay power spectra obtained from a single snapshot (top), by
averaging 12 snapshots of LST aligned MWA data (middle), and from
modeling with no thermal noise added (bottom). The x-axis, denoted by b∣ ∣
(and k^), represents angular (and spatial) scales in the plane of the sky while
the y-axis, shown in τ and k, denotes the spatial scales along the line of sight.
White dotted lines are the horizon delay limits. Dynamic range in the delay
power spectra of MWA data has increased by a factor ∼10 after averaging
(middle) relative to that in a single snapshot (top). Power near the horizon
limits caused by wide-field effects is prominent. Faint horizontal features at

0.78 st m are visible due to the effective lowering of thermal fluctuations
and are the response to periodic coarse band edge flagging of MWA data every
1.28 MHz.
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We focus on the prominent peaks in data near the horizon
limits. Typically, the power near the negative horizon limit is
seen with a signal-to-noise ratio ∼10–100, while that around
the positive horizon limit is ∼100–1000.

There is a remarkable agreement in broad morphology
between the data and the model. However, some differences in
the amplitude scales are noted. For instance, the emission near
the positive horizon limit is higher in the data than in the model
in both figures. We attribute such differences to uncertainties in
the foreground model, the MWA tile power pattern, thermal
fluctuations, and other uncertainties noted in Paper I, which
limit a more thorough quantitative comparison between the
model and the data. In fact, this lays further emphasis on the
need for the following—extending the footprint of surveys
matching the frequency and angular resolution of observations
such as the MWA Commissioning Survey (Hurley-Walker
et al. 2014) and the Galactic and Extragalactic MWA Survey
(Wayth et al. 2015) to cover the entire hemisphere, and a
detailed characterization of the power pattern over the entire
hemisphere comprehensively extending studies such as those in
Neben et al. (2015).

We note that reducing uncertainties will only change the
relative strength of the pitchfork signature in our model.
However, the effects giving rise to this signature are generic to
all wide-field measurements. Thus, the extremely high
significance detection of foreground emission near the horizon
limits is a robust confirmation of the predicted effects of wide-
field measurements.

5. IMPACT ON INSTRUMENT DESIGN

The delay spectrum maps the geometric delays to positions
of foreground objects on the sky. Thus the directional power
pattern of the antenna has a direct impact on the delay
spectrum. In fact, from Equations (1), (2), and (4), the delay
power spectrum scales as the square of the directional power
pattern of the antenna. Since the contamination in the EoR
window is strongly dependent on sources of emission close to
the horizon, the design of antenna apertures that suppress their
sensitivity toward the horizon is important.
We approached this issue in Paper I via simulations of

different antenna apertures—a dipole, a 4 × 4 phased array, and
a dish. Among these, a dish provides the best quality, as
evaluated from a foreground contamination viewpoint. With
new instruments such as HERA and SKA on the horizon, we
extend this discussion to further emphasize the need to
comprehensively study the effect of their antenna apertures
on foreground contamination.
HERA will deploy 14 m dishes, with 331 of them in a

closely packed hexagonal array and another 21 as outliers.
With the advantage of enormous redundancy and unprece-
dented sensitivity, it will address the following key questions—
what objects first lit up the Universe and reionized the neutral
IGM? Over what redshift range did this occur? And how did
the process proceed, leading to the large-scale galaxy structure
seen today? The fixed dishes will observe the sky drifting
overhead. Based on simulations of uniformly illuminated
circular disks, the response near the horizon is 40- dB,
which is over 20 dB lower than that of the MWA. Tapering the
reflectivity of the dish is being studied to further reduce this
response. The responses of the actual dishes will be tested
shortly.
With the SKA at low frequencies, deploying “stations” of
35 m~ diameter that act as aperture arrays consisting of 256

pseudo-randomly placed vertical log-periodic dipole antennas
is being considered.19,20 The voltage beam of the station will
be obtained by a phased addition of the dipole responses. Since
the power pattern of a baseline consisting of two stations will
effectively be a product of two voltage beams, it will
homogenize the fluctuations in the power patterns of individual
stations. Even with simple models of such phased array
stations, we estimate the typical horizon response of these
beams to be −30 to −40 dB compared to the zenith, yielding a
response that is at least 10 dB better than the MWA. A targeted
optimization of the antenna layouts of stations is under active
study and could yield even better responses.
From these simple antenna aperture models, HERA and SKA

should mitigate leakage from the pitchfork into the EoR window
by ∼40 dB relative to the MWA when expressed in units of
power spectrum. This will significantly increase the likelihood of

Figure 2. Delay power spectra on three antenna spacings oriented northward,
obtained by the coherent averaging of 12 snapshots aligned in LST. The
averaged data and models are shown in black and red, respectively. The
antenna spacings are 83.5 m (top), 104.2 m (middle), and 171 m (bottom). The
horizontal dotted line is the rms of thermal fluctuations. The vertical dashed
lines denote the horizon delay limits. The vertical dotted–dashed lines at

0.78 st m=  correspond to the grating responses of the periodic flagging of
bandpass at intervals of 1.28 MHz. The peaks close to the horizon delay limits
are distinctly visible at ∼10–1000 σ levels. Differences between the model and
the data are primarily attributed to uncertainties in the foreground model and
the MWA tile power pattern.

19 Documents at https://www.skatelescope.org/key-documents/ on SKA re-
baselining.
20 SKA memo “Station Response and Imaging Performance of LFAA:
100–600 MHz” by Razavi-Ghods et al.
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detecting the cosmological H I power spectrum in sensitive
three-dimensional k-modes adjacent to the pitchfork. The precise
beam responses and the resulting foreground leakage, especially
from near the horizon, will prove to be critical and timely inputs
to the actual aperture designs of HERA dishes and SKA stations,
which are currently nearing their final stages.

6. SUMMARY

Using deeper MWA data, we have confirmed with a high
significance the earlier prediction of a characteristic pitchfork
morphology where wide-field EoR measurements suffer from
significant foreground contamination from near the horizon.
This has important implications for the instrument design and
data analysis of future instruments such as HERA and SKA.

Careful aperture designs that suppress the response near the
horizon, and hence also the leakage from the pitchfork, will
significantly avoid contamination in k-modes considered
critical for cosmological signal detection. Precise modeling is
thus required to gain a complete understanding of the
characteristics of the cosmological signal and the foregrounds.

Foreground and instrument models serve as inputs for power
spectrum estimation techniques (see, e.g., Liu et al. 2014a,
2014b; Dillon et al. 2015). Input models that ignore wide-field
effects will provide over-valued weights in and around the
pitchfork modes, and hence result in sub-optimal results. Thus,
confirmation of the pitchfork effect has important implications
for optimum power spectrum estimation.

In Paper I, we proposed a selective flagging of data on
different baselines that can potentially mitigate foreground
contamination by two orders of magnitude. Following the
confirmation presented here, efforts are underway to incorpo-
rate this proposed foreground mitigation technique into the
MWA data analysis.

For future work, we plan to extend our analysis to HERA.
Based on Paper I, a dish will have a much desirable Fourier
response from a foreground contamination viewpoint. One of our
objectives is to forecast the per-baseline foreground contamination
as a function of LST in order to tune the HERA observing strategy
and data analysis to maximize sensitivity to the EoR signal.
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